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THE STROBOSCOPIC EFFECT. 

L. E. DODD. 

MATHEMATICS 01<-, STROBOSCOPY. 

I. The Characteristic Stroboscopic Equation. 

Consider a straight row of equally spaced white dots on a 
black belt running at a constant velocity v over two pulleys. 
Let the dot spacing be I\. Suppose that the belt is in a 
darkened room so that even when the belt is at rest the dots 
are invisible. Let the moving belt be periodically illuminated 
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Fm. 37. The strobodeik, 'rn instrument to illustrate the equation 

Vs ~(A-n/m · B)Do 

E'y using two sets of re:novable discs, A and B, independent values of n 
and m can be used independent of any angular velocities. "\Vith the gear 
system not in action the angular velocitiee of discs A and B are equal, and 
the stationary stroboscopic condition results. "\Vith gear system in action 
the clutch is released, anc1 by means of the adjustable belt system Vs may 
be given pof;itive or negatiYe values. Each ctisc of a set is provided ·with a 
circular row of equally spaced apertures concentric \Vith the disc axis, but 
the angular spacing is different for different discs. To avoid phase adjust
ments of discs A ancl B the present arrangement for pe,riodic illumination 
wa,s chosen in preference to a methocl \Vhere discs. A and B are of the same 
size and the illuminations are by coincidences of .simflar circular rO\VS of 
apertures with parallel Jig·ht as illuminant. The instrument may be found 
useful to illustrate the building up of the various types of stroboscopic 
images, since lo\vering the angular velocity of the ::;:;yste:n does not affect the 
essential stroboscopic relations. Also, the part played in stroboscopy by 
retinal lag may be made clear. The stroboscopic effect gi\'en by the instru
ment may be viewed by obsel'Vation of the front face of disc A (looking 
from IJ1e left in the figure), or the effect may be projected to a screen. 
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222 IOWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE VoL. XXIV, 1917 

by some source of intermittent and approximately instantaneous 
illumination of constant frequency B. The dots, or stroboscopic 
figures, will have a frequency past an imaginary fixed line cross
ing the moving row, of A v /D0 • At any given single illumina
tion a dot is seen stationary, as a camera snapshot would show 
it, and as it is impressed on the retina, and iti: location is say 
the point P 1 • lf at the next illumination, er s:ime succeeding 
illumination not too far removed, there is some other dot at P 2 , 

the two dots will be interpreted by the eye us the same if this 
condition holds, 

displacement P 1 to P 2 =L:1S, (1) 
where f:1S is sufficiently small with the given experimental con
ditions. The apparently identical dot revealt~d to the eye at the 
two separate illuminations, and at irncceeding illuminations i11 a 
similar way, may be called a simple stroboscopic image. If the 
illumination has a high enough frequency so that retinal lag 
bridges over the time interval 1/B, the imag·e will per
sist in the field of vision. The single apparent displacement 
6s is not restricted to the time interval 1/B; if m is a whole 
number havjng a maximum value suitable to the experimental 
conditions L'-S may he accomplished in each m illuminations. 
Thus may be written, 

(2) 
where 6 S is the apparent displacement of a simple image in time 
m/B, that is the time between two successive illuminations for 
that image alone. More generally, 

[1S=V /B-n /rn ·Do, (3) 
where n/m is a fraction at lowest terms. Since v, D0 , B, are all 
taken constant we have for the stroboscopic velocity, 

Vs =6S · B=v- n/m ·Do B. (4) 
The number 1per second of actual appearances of the component 
dot figures making up a single image is B/m, and this may 
be called the frequency of the simple image. The period of the 
image is then m/B. The distance between simple images is 
D=D0 /m. Substituting in ( 4) the value of v in terms of A, 

V 8 =(A-n/m·B)Do. (5) 

which may be rnlled the characteristic equation of stroboscopic 
velocity. 
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THE STROBOSCOPIC EFFECT 223 

Equaticn ( 5) shows that Vs may have plus or minus values, 
or may vanish, at which time the stationary stroboscopic condi
tion is present. Vs is positive in the direction of v positive. 
When Vs =0 we have, 

Ao /Bo =n/m (6) 

The fraction n/m in ( 5) is to a limited degree independent of 
AIB, although equal to A0/B 0 , for the value AIB may be in
creased or decreased within certain limits without changing the 
value of n/rn. These limits are the values at which Vs has be
come so g,reat that the moving row of simple images becomes a 
blnr. Continued change will introduce a new value of n/m. 
In ( 5), as seen by ( 6), n is independent of m just as A is in
dependent of B. 

If in (:~) v, B, and D 0 are variable, then 

t. t. 
DS= J v dt - n/m · fDo dt, (7) 

, t1 t1 

where D, is a function of the time consistent wili1 the observed 
.6s, and the time between two successive illuminations is( te-t1 ). 

The average stroboscopic velocity over this time interval may be 
taken a.-; the ''instantaneous stroboscopic velocity.'' and its 
value is 

(8) 

where the value of .6s is given by ( 7). In practical cases v, 
thongh not exactly constant, may have a fairly constant mean 
valne, and equation ( 5) may be used to find the ''mean'' strobo
sccpic -:elocity, provided B and D 0 are constant. 

If the faC'.tor.s v. D0 , B, in (5) are variable and known func
tions of the time, then by special mathematical treatment of gen
eral application (see IV below) instantaneous values may be 
assigned to vs • 

II. Mathematics of the Tonoscope and the Tonodeik. 

The belt illustration in I holds for the stroboscopic screen of 
the tonoscope and the tonodeik where there are a large 
number of parallel rows of figures on the same stroboscopic 
screen, each with its own value of Do- The value of v for each row 
is of course the same, likewise B. Tim stroboscopic velocity given 
by ( 5) is the tangential value, as is the value of v substituted in 
(5), and D0 is a length of arc. The difference in the value of 
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A from row to row is unity, or may be two in the tonodeik. 'fhe 
rows are arranged as in Seri pturc 's disc in ascending values 
of A; the order of ascent in these two instruments is from left 
to right, corresponding to pitches on the piano keyboard. Be
cause a considerable number of the rows have frequencies near 
that of the row with zero stroboscopic velocity (for a given 
value of B), the stroboscopic response is not confined to the one 
row, but rncludes others on either side of it. The stationary row 
is located in the central part of this region of response. The 
responding rows to the right of the stationary row have strobo
scopic velocities in one direction that increase from row to row. 
The sam.3 is true for responding rows at its left except that the 
stroboscopic velocity is in the opposite direetion. This type of 
symmetrical res1ponse facilitates the location of the stationary 
row, or the one that is nearest stationary. Ecprntion (5) is to be 
applied to each row of Rtroboscopic figures. The illumination 
frequency B is by suitable devices equal to the frequency of a 
sounded tone of definite pitdi. With the values of A for the 
different rows as nearly constant as possible, depending on the 
constancy of drive of the stroboscopic screen in the form of drum 
or disc, the pitch of a tone can be found from the known fre
quencies A, or vice versa, if the frequency B is known, as it is 
with a calibrated tuning fork, the velocity of the screen can be 
found. If the lowest frequency row has an A value equal to 
the frequency of my C below middle C, then, except in the case 
of a bass voice at a pitch below that, the value of n is to be 
taken as unity, and the values of m as 1, 2, 3, depending on the 
value of rn in the expression for the distance between simple 
images, D=D 0 /m. The total number of rows on the screen in
clude,; but an octave of mu,;ical scale, obviously all that is neces
sary. 

To find the range of response we note that D 11=2rrr /N, where r 
is the radius of the reentrant circle of dots, and N the number 
of dots in the circle. If the screen rotates once per second then 
N"=A. by (4), . 

Vs= v-n/m · 2,,. r/N · B 
For the stationary row, 

N =No= n/m · 2rr r B/v, 
whence, for a row of stroboscopic velocity Vs, 

N = v / ( v-v s ) · No 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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THE STROBOSCOPIC EFFECT 225· 

Let V be the maximum value of Vs at which the response van
ishes. Then for the lower limiting row, 

N 1 = v / ( v + V) · No , 

and for the upper limiting row, 

N 2 = v / ( v-V) · Ko 

(12) 

(13) 

It follows that the range of N values for the region of response 
is 2vV/(v2-V2 ) • N0 , and the range of N values above the sta
tionary row is greater than the range below that row by the 
amount 2V2/(v2-V2 ) • N0 • The taking of Vas constant in equa
tions (12) and (13) neglects any vari~tion in that quantity with 
D0 and rnpposes the dots all of equal size. In these equations 
v is the linear velocity of the drum or disc used as stroboscopic 
screen. 'J'he distribution of stroboscopic velocities in the case 
of a disc will be of a character modified from that of the drum 
because <Jf the varying radii of the reentrant circles of figures. 

III. Mathematics of the Movies. 

In motion pictures the stroboscopic screen is m reality the 
film that is intermittently illuminated,' and the stroboscopic fig
ures are the film images. The stroboscopic images may be re
garded as 1projected to the movie screen where they appear mag
nified. The resultant moving picture as a whole is considered 
for purposes of analysis as made up of a very large number· of 
small areas (method of the calculus). Each small area contains 
its own moving picture, which is treated as a simple stroboscopic 
image, with its corresponding stroboscopic figures on the film. 
Unlike the images in the case of the belt in I, the elementary 
images in the movies have a component of motion at right angles 
to the velocity of the stroboscopic screen as well as in its own 
direction. The component of motion at right angles is due to 
the manner of distribution of the component elementary figures 
on the film. 

Equations (7) and (8) are applicable if n/m is rput equal to 
unity. For the component of motion at right angles to the film 
velocity the second term in (7) is zero, and the first term is re
placed, since there is no velocity of the film in this direction, 

15 
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by (L,s)x the distributional displaceme:1t at right angles to the 
film motion. For the component in the film direction,· 

t. t2 
(6s)y= Jv dt- J Dodt (14) 

t, t, 

'I'hus, 

I t. t. 

DS= ~(6s)x 2 + [JV dt- J Do dt ] 2 (lS) 

t, t, 

The average instantanco.us velocity over the common periods 
of the elementary simple images is obtained by dividing lls in 
( 15) by ( t "-t1 ), the interval between two ft ashes on the movie 
scrern. For simplicity the film velol'ity v may be taken as con
stant, and the first term in (14) becomes v /B, where B is the 
number of proje~tions per second. To get the stroboscopic veloc
ity on the movie sc·reen, vs , obtained from (15), must be multi
plied by the magnification. 

It mav be convenient to cmnider the distributional displace
ment in the y-direction, of the elementary figures. In this event 
let· D 1 be the distance between centers of successive pictures on 
the film, then D 0=D,+lly, which is to be substituted in (15). 

For the stationary condition lengthwise of the film we have 
A=B, and for the rectangular direction, A=O. For motion in 
the latter direction A may still be regarded as zero and only 
(l:-,s)x considered. If Vs is to be ex;pressed in terms of A then 
when Vs =0 the A for either direction may be taken as any 
Yalue or any function of the time consistent with the observed 
stroboscopic motion. 

l\Iany stroboscopic devices (toys) are similar to motion pic
tures, particularly in having n/m=l. 

IV. A General Mathematical Treatment of the Simple Stroboscopic 
Image. 

Stroboscopic velocity cannot in general be treated as an ordi
nary velocity for it deals with a moving object which, in its 
physical phase, is discontinuous. vVe can divide a definite dis
placement £o s by a definite time 1/B and obtain a quantity that 
has the 1rnture of an average velocity, but beyond the interval 
of time 1/B we cannot go to carry the ratio to the limit as in 
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THE STROBOSCOPIC EFFECT 227 

the calculus. We are at liberty, however, to treat the simple 
stroboscopic image as an object, say a small circular dot (geo
metrical point), having continuous existence. J11urther, there 
can be assigned to it any velocity, as a continuous function of 
the time, that is consistent with the observed behaviour of the 
image itself. Call the geometrical point that represents the 
image the ''index point,'' and write, 

(16) 

where D ts is the instantaneous velocity of the index point, a vec
tor function, and ( t 2-t 1 ) is the ;period of the stroboscopic image. 
Evidently D ts may be any function of the time whose integral 
between the limits tu t", will give ~ •s. 

The most general treatment of the stroboscopic velocity is for 
three dimensions. Let the stroboscopic figures have a known 
distribution along a space curve, which may be called the curve 
of location. This curve is attached to the stroboscopic screen 
and moves with it. Let it be defined in terms of cartesian co
ifrdina tes fixed on the screen (moving axes) , and express the 
motion of the index point by the time functions, 

x'=f(t) 
y'=g(t) 
z'=h(t) 

(17) 

The.se functions must be such that at any given "participating" 
illumination ("participating" in any simple image) the index 
point is at one of the point stroboscopic figure.s on the curve of 
location. Elimination of t from equations (17) will leave two 
independent relations, 

F(x', y', z')=O 
G(x', y', z')=O, (18) 

'which represent two geometrical surfaces whose line of intersec
tion i.~ the curve of l.ocation. 

Next refer the moving axes to a set of cartesian axes fixed in 
position. 'l'he transformation equations are, 

X= 11 x'+ 12 .v'+ L, z'+h 
y=m, x'+m2 y'+m, z'+j 
z=n1 x'+ n" y'+ n" z'+k 

(19) 
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where 1, m, n, are direction cosines, h, j, k, are coordinates of the 
origin of moving axes referred to the fixed axes, and x', y', z', 
arc coordinates of any position of the index point referred to the 
moving axes,-all functions of the time. The direction cosines, 
which are not all independent, together with h, j, k, are known 
functions of the time for they describe the motion of the strobo
scopic screen. There follows, 

where 

t. 
,:0,x= s~x;~tdt 

t1 

(20) 

and similar expressions for"" y and ""·z. The partial derivatives 
give the three instantaneous components of the velocity of the 
index point. The displacements t:,x,t:,y,6z, are these of the in
dex point with reference to the fixed axes, and they have oc
cured by motion of the index point along the curve of location 
during the time interval ( t 2-t1 ). The stroboscopic velocity is, 

where the values of the partial derivatives may be obtained 
from (19). 

For the stationary stroboscoipic condition we have, 

11 x'+ 12 y' + 13 z'+h=C1 

m1 x'+m2 i+m3 z'+j=C2 

n 1 x'+ n 2 y'+ n3 z'+k=C3 , 

where the C's are constants. 

(22) 

For the tonoscope and the tonodeik, if the tangent plane of 
the drum is taken as the stroboscopic screen, the conditions are, 

11=1, 12= 13=0 
m2=1, m3=m1=0 
n,=1, n 1= n 2=0 
k=O, 

(23) 

provided that the plane stroboscopic screen moves in its own 
plane without rotation and along the y-axis, and that the axis 
of x' is parallel to the axis of x, the axes of y' and y lie in tht• 
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THE STROBOSCOPIC EFFECT 229 

same straight line, and the curve of location is a straight line 
parallel to the y' axis. Then, 
{Vs )x ='J /"'t (x'+h)=O 
(Vs )y ='1 /"'t (y '+j) (24) 
(Vs),, =<J /"t (z '+O) =o 
By (21) Vs ='1 /"t (y '+j). With the stationary condition 
-"y'/'Jt=-<lj/"'t, (25) 
which shows that for this conditimt the index point has a velocity 
with respect to the moving axes equal and opposite to that of 
the screen with respect to the fixed axes. 

Similar treatment holds for the vertical component of strobo
scopic velocity for an elementary image in the movies, although 
the general equation (21) is applicable to them if the curve of 
location is suitably chosen. This curve may be considered as 
·confined to the surface of the film, thus reducing the problem 
to one of two dimensions. The movie audience interprets the 
motions 111 three dimensions as they actually occurred in nature, 
and the curves of location in two dimensions on the film are 
projections of curves of location in three dimensions. 

THEORY OF THE STROBOSOOPIC EFFECT BY DIRECT REFLEC· 
TION OF LIGHT FROM VIBRATING MIRRORS. 

An examination of the values of D in the equation, D=D0 /m, 
for the distance between simple stroboscopic images in the tono
deik whert the stroboscopic effect is produced first by manometric 
flame and then by vibrating mirror, reveals that with a given 
frequency of vibration the values of D are identical in the two 
<iases. This indicates that the chief determining factor in the 
effect by vibrating mirror.is the intensity difference on a small 
area of the screen at the two half-period pauses. Intensity 
maxima occurring during the half-periods should, on the con
trary, have the effect of doubling the frequency, which ·would 
make the value of D by vibrating mirror equal to 1/2 D by 
manometric flame, and this is not in harmony with observed 
fact. 

The importance of the half-period pause of a vibrating light 
pencil of constant intensity is strikingly seen in photographs 
of oscillating beams where there is relative motion between the 
plane of vibration of the beam and the plate during the photo
graphing. Some excellent photographs of this character, taken 
with the aid of the phonodeik, are given in Professor D. C. Mil
ler's recent book, ''Science of Musical Sou:lds. '' 
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